
Characters D6 / Bell Zettifar (Human Jedi Padawan)

Name: Bell Zettifar

Born: 250 BBY

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Height: 1.78 meters

Hair color: Dark brown

Skin color: Dark

Move: 10

DEXTERITY: 2D+2

         Dodge: 5D

         Lightsaber: 5D+2

PERCEPTION: 2D+2

         Search: 3D+2

         Investigation: 4D+1

KNOWLEDGE: 2D+1

         Languages: 3D+2

         Planetary Systems: 3D+1

         Scholar (Jedi Lore): 4D+2

STRENGTH: 2D

         Brawling: 3D+1

         Climbing/Jumping: 3D+1

MECHANICAL: 2D

         Beast Riding: 4D+1

         Repulsorlift Operation: 3D+2

         Space Transports: 4D

TECHNICAL: 1D+2

         First Aid: 4D

         Lightsaber Repair: 3D+1

SPECIAL ABILITIES

Force Skills:

         Control: 5D+2

         Sense: 5D

         Alter: 5D+2

Force Powers: Accelerate Healing, Control Pain, Hibernation Trance, Resist Stun, Danger Sense, Life

Detection, Life Sense, Magnify Senses, Receptive Telepathy, Sense Force, Telekinesis, Lightsaber

Combat, Accelerate Anothers Healing

EQUIPMENT



         CREDITS - 100

                 Lightsaber (5D), Jedi Robes, Commlink, Utility Belt, Charhound named Ember

FORCE SENSITIVE Y

FORCE POINTS 2

DARK SIDE POINTS 0

CHARACTER POINTS 4

Description: Bell Zettifar was a human male who was the Padawan of Jedi Master Loden Greatstorm.

Born in 250 BBY, Zettifar was discovered by the Jedi Order at the age of three. Zettifar and Master

Greatstorm were stationed on the Elphrona Outpost, where they helped keep the peace. Zettifar wielded

a standard green lightsaber, and was the owner of a charhound named Ember.

Biography

Early life

Bell Zettifar was a human male born in 250 BBY. At some point, he was identified to be Force-sensitive

by the Jedi Order and apprenticed to the Twi'lek Jedi Master Loden Greatstorm. Zettifar trained as his

Padawan for multiple years.

The Great Disaster

When Zettifar was eighteen, the Legacy Run was destroyed in what became known as the Great

Hyperspace Disaster and sent pieces of the starship hurtling across the galaxy. Zettifar and Greatstorm

were part of the Republic response team sent to the Hetzal system to protect the evacuating civilians. On

the surface of Hetzal Prime, the two Jedi confronted a group of security guards that were preventing a

large group of citizens from attaining passage offworld as was ordered by Minister Zeffren Ecka. Zettifar

and his master ended up having to fight off a force of attacking pirates as well as deal with the guards.

In the aftermath of the Great Disaster, Zettifar and his master traveled to a Jedi outpost on the planet

Elphrona. They were stationed there with Indeera Stokes, Jedi Master Porter Engle, and the charhound

Ember. Zettifar continued to be trained by Greatstorm, who worked to help him master controlled descent

from a great height by aid of the Force. Zettifar was unsuccessful with learning the maneuver and had to

be saved by Stokes, who Greatstorm had positioned on the ground in case his Padawan was in danger.

Zettifar was embarrassed that he had to be saved, but he then went to eat with Stokes when Engle

announced that he was making Nine-Egg Stew. However, their meal was interrupted when the Jedi

received a distress signal from the Blythe family. The four Jedi showed up at the Blythe homestead and

found that they had been kidnapped. They chased down the Nihil raiders that had captured them,

splitting up at one point so Stokes could get a ship and Engle could take care of the enemy rearguard.

Zettifar and Greatstorm recovered the mother, Erika, and defended her as the enemy ship strafed the

area. When they pursued the ship into space, Zettifar would leave his master's side to save the daughter,

Bailen, whom the Nihil had ejected into space in an attempt to lose their pursuers. 
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